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TEASER

FADE IN: 

INT. THE GHOST

HERA SYNDULLA sits alone in front of the holoprojector, playing a 
pre-recorded message from an older MALE TWI'LEK.

MALE TWI'LEK
More and more disappear every day.
We are slaves to the Empire.
We must act now or there will be
nothing left of our kind. Please,
Hera, remember where you came from--
who you are. We are prisoners, and
you have the connections to help us.

Hera shuts off the recording, the inner turmoil reading on her face.
KANAN JARRUS appears in the doorway.

KANAN
You're actually thinking about
going.

HERA
(jumping up)

Kanan--

Kanan approaches her with a knowing look.

KANAN
You do know that asking the
rebellion to aid Ryloth is 
one thing. Getting them to formally
commit help or supply weapons 
is another.

HERA
(frustrated)

How long were you standing there?

KANAN
Long enough to see you've
already made up your mind.

HERA
You don't know anything about it.
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Hera tries to push past him, but he stops her.

KANAN
If the Empire finds out the 
Rebellion helped the natives 
secure weapons, we could be 
launched in to an all out war.

HERA
You don't think I know that?

KANAN
No...I'm just wondering if you've
decided whether or not you want
to do this alone.

HERA
I won't ask you to put the 
relief mission to Lothal on hold.
Besides, I can't ask anyone in
in the Rebellion to take this risk.

KANAN
If you haven't noticed, that's 
kind of what we do.

HERA
Food and supplies is one thing,
weapons is a whole other can 
of space slugs.
...I have to do this alone, Kanan.
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ACT ONE

INT. REBELLION CRUISER FLAG SHIP

Kanan, Hera, COMMANDER SATO, REX, and AHSOKA TANO stand around a 
large holoprojector table showing Ryloth.

COMMANDER SATO
(to Hera)

We've been monitoring the
situation on Ryloth for some
time. But you're right, we 
simply don't have the ships
or resources to launch a full 
scale attack to liberate the 
planet from the Empire's grasp. 
And with the presence of the Zann 
Consortium, any direct involvement
could also aim the wrath of the 
crime syndicates at our cause.

HERA
I understand, Commander Sato.
I'm already prepared to go
alone. I'm not asking for an assault,
but I can't go empty-handed.

COMMANDER REX
A new weapons store just came
in- scavenged from an old Republic
cruiser. Checked 'em myself, Captain
Syndulla. They're in working order.

Sato thinks.

AHSOKA
Commander Sato, if I may, I believe
nurturing the seed of rebellion
on Ryloth would be a wise course
of action. Why not entrust Captain 
Syndulla with the task of helping 
her own home?

HERA
Thank you, Commander Tano.

Hera turns to Sato.
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HERA (con't)
I won't let you down.

SATO
That's not what worries me.
The Empire knows our ships.
Yours, especially.

Kanan and Hera exchange a sheepish look.

SATO (con't)
And if they found out we...
well, this will be an entirely
off the record mission, Phoenix
Leader, do you understand?

HERA
Yes, Commander Sato, I've
already sent a message to a
contact on Nar Shadda--

KANAN
Were you going to tell me?

HERA
Why? I already told you,
you're not coming. The group
needs you to lead the Lothal
relief mission.

The others grow awkward with the tension that has sprung between Hera
and Kanan. Hera, aware of their gazes, reins in her frustration.

KANAN
But we can--

HERA (con't)
Kanan, I need you to
trust me. When the others
return from the Lothal
briefing, you'll tell 
them I've gone on a supply
run.

Kanan stares at her, conflicted.

AHSOKA
She's right, Kanan. The
moment we joined the Rebellion,
we devoted our lives to a cause.
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AHSOKA (con't)
And I think you and I both know 
our places in this fight.

REX
(clears throat)

I'd like to come with you, 
Captain Syndulla.
I was on Ryloth before, during
the Clone Wars. Commander Tano
and I...knew your father, Cham.

Hera looks at him, startled and taken aback.

SATO
It's settled then. Captain
Rex will accompany you to
Nar Shadda with the weapons. 
Meet with this contact of yours 
and pray you can trust him.

HERA
That's what I'm afraid of...

KANAN
What?

HERA
Thank you, Commander Sato.
We'll make sure we leave 
behind to trace connecting
this mission to the Rebellion.

INT. THE PHANTOM

Rex (clad in civilian clothes) readies the nav computer while Hera 
(dressed similar) speaks with Kanan and Chopper in the hall from the 
Phantom to the Ghost.
Hera lightly pats the wall of the Ghost.

HERA
Take good care of her 
while I'm away.

KANAN
I'll try...but I'm sure
she'll be relieved to be
back in the hands of her
captain.
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HERA
(chuckles)

I can't deny that. None
of those harsh landings
while I'm gone, huh?

KANAN
You have a problem with
my landings?

Chopper chuckles and Kanan glares at him.

HERA
Seems I'm not the only one.

REX
(calls over his shoulder)

Ready, Phoenix Leader?

KANAN
(steps closer)

Hera...the Ghost needs you.
The Rebellion needs you.
I--

HERA
I know.
I'll be back.

Hera looks at Chopper.

HERA (con't)
Take care of him too, Chop.

Chopper makes a contrary noise.
Hera turns to board the Phantom.

KANAN
Hera...

She stops and slightly turns back.

KANAN (con't)
May the force be with you.

INT. THE PHANTOM. NIGHT. NAR SHADDA

The ship commences landing sequence. Through the cockpit window, the 
city  emerges from a layer of fog to reveal a dark, dripping, and 
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polluted world of skyscrapers, spires, and neon lights.

HERA
Ah, just as depressing
as I remembered it.
Ever been here, Captain?

REX
Can't say that I have...
but I've seen worse.

Hera's comlink beeps.

HERA
That's the signal from
my contact. I'll transfer
the coordinates to the nav
computer.

Hera plugs her comlink in and the Phantom zooms off into the narrow, 
dank depths of the city.

EXT. ALLEY. NIGHT

Hera parks the Phantom in a secluded space before she and Rex hop 
out. She presses a trigger button, bringing up a sparking, simmering 
shield around the shuttle before it dissipates.

HERA
There, that should keep
it safe while we're away.

They set off down the decrepit alley.

REX
What an incredible smell
you've discovered.

HERA
(shrugging)

You'll get used to it.

Rex and Hera walk through the alley to a small cantina, its neon sign
casting bright pinks and blues off their skin.

REX
How do you know this contact
again?
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HERA
Long story. Let's just say
owning a ship puts you in
contact with a lot of...
unsavory characters.

REX
Just like old times...

INT. CANTINA

Montage of the Cantina, a la in A New Hope, showcasing all types of 
scum and villainy in the galaxy as a band plays.
Hera and Rex look around, then Hera catches sight of someone moving 
to the back of the club. 

HERA
Over there.

Hera cuts through the crowd and Rex follows.

INT. CANTINA SIDE ROOM

Hera and Rex enter a dark side room and look around. 
A blaster is suddenly positioned at Rex's head. Rex and Hera put 
their hands up as the shot pulls back, revealing bounty hunter AURRA 
SING. 

AURRA SING
 (to Hera)
I thought you were
coming alone.

REX
(look of realization)

Aurra Sing? I thought you were
sentenced to death by the Republic.

AURRA
(aims blaster closer)

I get that a lot.

HERA
Now, now, Aurra. He's
here to help. And he has
no love for the Empire.

Aurra looks Rex up and down, then slowly lowers the blaster. She 
twirls it back into her holster.
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AURRA
Well that makes three of us.

Aurra stops short, then raises a brow at Rex.

AURRA
Do I know you?

REX
(contrary, mimicking)

I get that a lot.

HERA
If you two are done,
there's a planet that 
needs our help.

Aurra shrugs, then slinks over to a booth and sits down. She signals 
a passing BD-3000 droid. The BD-3000 sits a drink on the table. Aurra
props her boots up and takes a sip of the neon yellow liquid.

AURRA
There's a whole lot of
planets needing help these days.
What's in it for me?

Hera nods toward the door. Rex, taking her meaning, stands watch 
while Hera tentatively sits at the booth.

HERA
You agreed to meet me, 
so clearly you're already
interested.

Aurra drains her drink and leans forward.

AURRA
Republic, Empire, I don't
care who runs the show.
Just as long as it doesn't
interfere with business.
But it is. I have a very 
lucrative client base in the 
Zann Consortium on Ryloth. 

HERA
Then you can get us there.
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AURRA
It'll cost you, of course.

HERA
Of course.

AURRA
What's the play, little Hera?

HERA
Weapons, a lot of them. My 
people are ready to fight back.  
But I need an anonymous ship to
transport them safe from the 
Empire's eyes. 

AURRA
Is your so-called Rebellion
too afraid to do it themselves?

HERA
How do you--

Aurra gives a laugh and Hera narrows her eyes.

HERA
Listen: I pay you, you take me
and my colleague to Ryloth. 
We give the weapons to the people
to push the Empire off the planet,
and the Zann Consortium is back 
at your disposal. Everyone's...happy.

AURRA
(laughs)

Who's to say your Rebellion's
forces won't take over...that's
assuming your people are successful. 

HERA
And they'll have no chance
if you don't give us passage
to Ryloth.

AURRA
And how do you know I won't
kill you both, steal the weapons,
and sell them to the Consortium
for a pretty sum?
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HERA
I don't. But I've already 
programmed a protocol into my ship
that, upon my death, will ensure
the Rebellion's double agents
put a price on your head large 
enough to acquaint every bounty 
hunter in the galaxy with your face.
And you wouldn't want that, now
would you?

Aurra narrows her eyes, thinks, then allows a sly grin.

AURRA
You drive a hard bargain,
little Hera. What else?

HERA
You'll get two now, and ten later.

Aurra laughs.

AURRA
I might have gone for that,
before I knew you were bringing
a clone.

Hera, wide-eyed, looks at Rex. He is too far away to have heard.

AURRA
Don't worry. Any Jedi killer 
is a...friend in my book.

HERA
He's not a Jedi killer.

AURRA
More's the pity. 

Aurra sits up and comes threateningly close to Hera.

AURRA (con't)
I've dealt with his kind
before, and I won't hesitate...

Aurra pulls her blaster out and mimics shooting Rex from across the 
room.

HERA
I told you, he has no 
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love for the Empire.
Now do we have a deal?

Aurra narrows her eyes again, then nods toward Rex.

AURRA
You and your man bring the
cargo to my ship. Docking
bay 94.

Aurra gets ups, strolls past Rex, then out of the cantina.
Rex comes over to Hera.

REX
I have a bad feeling about
this, Captain Syndulla.

HERA
So do I, but it's our
only shot. 

EXT. SPACE. 

Aurra Sing's ship flies toward Ryloth. One side of the planet is 
darkened. Two Imperial cruisers sit just above the planet. 

INT. COCKPIT.

The comm starts flashing and Aurra presses a button.

IMPERIAL OFFICER (OS)
Unidentified ship, state
your business and clearance.

AURRA
Shipment for the Zann
Consortium. Clearance 818.

A breathless crackle and pop over the com passes.

IMPERIAL (OS)
Permission granted.

Aurra pilots her ship through. Hera's brows are raised.

AURRA
They know upsetting the
Consortium isn't in their
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best interest.

Through the front window, the atmosphere whooshes past to reveal the 
Night lands. Illuminated, crystalline forests adorn the dark 
landscape. The ship hurtles toward where the horizon begins to 
brighten from night to day, where a towering structure spirals up out
of the earth.

HERA
There's Kala'unn.
Set her down.

AURRA
(glaring)

No one orders me what to
do in my own ship.

HERA
(flatly)

Sorry. Habit.

AURRA
Kala'unn? That's a stupid
place to go. Are you supposed
to meet someone there, Little
Hera?

Aurra flies past city, toward a palace on the outskirts. Hera, now 
visibly angry, closes in on Aurra again and pokes her chest.

HERA
I'm not a little girl anymore,
so stop calling me that! 

Aurra stands and points a blaster a Hera.

REX
(stands between them)

All right, steady on now.

HERA
(to Aurra, exasperated)

That was the last place I
knew my uncle to be. I haven't
heard from him since...

Aurra lowers the blaster.
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AURRA
Uncle?

Hera and Aurra are ready to jump for each other when the ship is 
hailed over the com by Zann Consortium Security.

SECURITY OFFICER (OS)
Unidentified ship, state you
clearance code and business.

Aurra huffs and rolls her eyes.

AURRA
Again?

Aurra presses the flashing comm button.

AURRA
 Code 818. Weapons shipment
 for Tyber Zann.

SECURITY
Permission granted.

Aurra lands in a docking bay of the palace.
Hera and Rex look at her, dumbfounded.

HERA
Tyber Zann, are you crazy?!
Now the whole Consortium will
know we're here.

AURRA
(unfeeling)

Oops.

Aurra stands and brushes past them.
Hera rushes ahead, then plants herself in front of Aurra and crosses 
her arms.

HERA
We had an agreement.

Hera exchanges a glance with Rex, who quickly knocks the blaster out 
of Aurra's hand, then aims it and his own at her. Hera aims her 
blaster at Aurra as well.

AURRA
Think, little Hera. The palace 
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is the only place safe from 
the Empire's eyes. 
Or would you rather go back
to Kala'unn and serve up the
weapons to the Empire yourself
and get us all detained?

Hera, conflicted, fumbles.

HERA
He would have contacted me...

AURRA
Your uncle likely knows his 
only chance of success is 
working with the Consortium.
You think they'd allow a deal
to take place here that didn't
involve them?

HERA
Then why would he ask for
the Rebellion's help? 

AURRA
The Empire still has ways to
throw a wrench in the Consortium's
plans, but they can't monitor
everything. Not with the
palace's defenses.
Now will you get that thing
out of my face? 

Hera exchanges another look with Rex, then nods. They lower their 
blasters. Rex hesitantly hands Aurra's blaster back. 

HERA
I wasn't bluffing about
that protocol, you know.

AURRA
(sly grin)

I didn't doubt you. But
you've been gone from home 
a long time. You'll find
things much changed. Best
you follow my lead.

END ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

INT. ZANN CONSORTIUM PALACE.

Hera and Rex move the cargo while following Aurra through a crowd of 
even more of the galaxy's scum and villainy. They cut through a 
market place where all manner of species call out in different 
languages, pushing them to buy whatever they're selling. 
Aurra, Hera, and Rex enter a lift and descend several levels with 
their cargo. 
Hera's comlink beeps.

HERA
(slightly shocked)

My uncle must be close.

AURRA
(annoyed)

Told you.

The lift opens, revealing the ostentatious facade of Tyber Zann's 
base.

REX
I take it this Tyber fellow
lives here?

AURRA
Clever clone.

Aurra proceeds forward, Hera and Rex reining in their anger as they 
push the cargo out of the lift.
Guards rush out to meet them, followed by a silver-haired human, 
TYBER, and a green-skinned older Twi'lek male,the same man from the 
holo-recording, RESTO SYNDULLA.

RESTO
Hera?!

Hera runs forward and hugs him.

HERA
Uncle Resto! I didn't know you'd
be...

Hera looks at the facade of Tyber's base.
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HERA(con't)
...here.

RESTO
I didn't expect you here, either.
I didn't even know if you 
received my message.
But I'm glad you came.

Hera motions to the cargo.
HERA

I did it. I did what
you asked.

Rex pushes the cargo forward and Resto and Tyber inspect it.

REX
A little out-dated, but
a blaster's a blaster. It'll
get the job done.

Tyber pulls his gaze from the cargo and nears Aurra.

TYBER
You've brought me quite
a gift, Aurra.

AURRA
It's not a gift, Tyber.

HERA
For once, I'm inclined to
agree with her. My uncle--

Tyber sharply rounds on her, Resto quickly falling back in fear.

TYBER
Your uncle fulfilled his
part of the bargain. And now,
if you don't test your luck,
your people will get half.

HERA
Half?! Uncle Resto--

RESTO
I'm sorry, my dear.
There was no other way.
We can finally have our 
revenge for your father's death.
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Hera gasps.

AURRA
(aiming her blasters)

I'll take my payment now, Tyber.

TYBER
Not like that, you won't.

Tyber signals to the guards and they roughly take custody of Hera, 
Aurra, and Rex, removing their weapons and comlinks in the process.

HERA
(muttering to Aurra)

Do you always have to do that?

AURRA
Yes.

TYBER
Guards, show our guests to
more...comfortable accommodations.

Aurra, Rex, and Hera struggle as they're hauled away.

HERA
Resto! What have you done!?

Resto lowers his head, but does nothing.
Tyber studies Hera as she is pushed by him.

TYBER
You're far too trusting. 

HERA
The Rebellion will hear about
this! They'll find you--

TYBER
And what? Punish me for
helping remove the Empire
from Ryloth? Isn't that
what you want?
Take them away!
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INT. PRISON CELL.

REX
(to Hera)

I knew we shouldn't have
trusted her.

AURRA
Me? You think I had something
to do with this? Tyber double-
crossed me, same as you. And
when I figure out how, he'll
be saying hello to my blaster.

HERA
Is that all you do—threaten
people?! You're as bad as
the Empire!

AURRA
I don't know if I should
take that as a compliment,
but at least I'm not as
spineless as your uncle!

Hera, suddenly drained of energy to fight anymore, sinks to a bench 
and holds her head in her hands.
Rex lowers himself beside her and pats her back.

REX
Don't worry, Captain Syndulla.
If there's one thing I learned
from Commander Tano, it's how
to get out of a fix.

AURRA
(pacing, crosses arms)

And what's your plan?

REX
Well...that's the thing.
There isn't always a plan.

Aurra rolls her eyes and sighs.

AURRA
Good thing I wasn't counting
on you to get us out of this mess.
I don't know why I thought this
mission was worth it...
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Aurra moves off to survey the cell for vulnerabilities.

REX
(lowered voice)

What did your uncle mean,
about your father? I thought
maybe he still led the freedom 
fighters?

HERA
(hangs her head)

When the Empire took over,
they soon rooted out the leaders
of the resistance...my father
among them. He was publicly
executed in the city square 
of Lessu.

REX
I'm sorry, Captain Syndulla,
I had no idea...your father
was a brave man.

Aurra, back to them, seems to react to this news. She turns slowly, a
different--softer demeanor taking hold.

AURRA
We have one advantage.

HERA
What's that?

AURRA
There's nothing Tyber hates
more than the Empire. He was
expelled from the Academy
because of his...creative methods.

REX
Too creative for the Empire?
I'm not sure that's good for us.
Maybe we should contact Kanan 
and Commander Tano--

AURRA
Tyber built his crime syndicate
to cause problems for the Empire,
as punishment for wounding his
pride. He wants to get them off
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AURRA (con't)
Ryloth as much as the natives,
but not for any love of them

HERA
What are you saying?

AURRA
What I'm saying is that
if you contact your Rebellion 
for help, and they get involved,
Tyber will make sure the entire 
Consortium is against them, too.

HERA
So we let it happen. My people
possibly gain their freedom
but have a crime syndicate running
the planet. Or we start an all 
out war with not only the Empire,
but the underworld, too. Lovely.

REX
Those are some choices.

A buzzer goes off and Resto Syndulla is let into the room.
Hera and Rex stand as Resto comes toward them.

RESTO
Before you say anything,
Hera, you must know that
I am sorry.

HERA
I know why you did it.
I was in the city square
that day, too.
But you still lied to me!

RESTO
And if I had told you the
truth? Would you still 
have taken the risk?

HERA
I would have taken the
risk either way if it meant
the freedom of our people--
our world.
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RESTO
Listen, there isn't much
time. Tyber's forces are
distributing the weapons
as we speak. They plan to
assault the Imperial facilities
at Lessu and Kala'unn.

HERA
I know I should be...hopeful,
but I can't help but feel you
are throwing off the yoke of
one master for another. Our
people have been slaves for
too long, uncle.

RESTO
Yes, and we are weakened by
it. The only way to freedom
is through Tyber Zann and his
Consortium. 

AURRA
At least there will be less
rules on a world controlled
by the consortium. And you'll
know they'll keep the Empire
away at all costs if it means
better business for them. 

Resto looks her up and down. 

RESTO
(to Aurra)

I don't believe we've met.

AURRA
(hands on hips)

No. We haven't. Are you
come to get us out of here,
or are you going to stand
there blabbing?

REX
(steps forward)

Apologies, Sir. Miss. Sing's
a little rough around the edges.

AURRA
Miss. Sing?
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Resto looks at Rex as if seeing him for the first time.

RESTO
Have I...are you...

AURRA
Yes, he's a clone, now
can we get out of here?

Resto is taken aback. About to say something, Hera nears Aurra.

HERA
(to Aurra)

I hope you're not still
planning on introducing
Tyber to your blaster, after
everything you just told us.

AURRA
(staring Hera down)

What I told you was true,
but that doesn't mean Tyber
won't pay for double-crossing
me. We had a deal. He owes me.

HERA
You can't be serious! If you
kill him, the Consortium will
think the Rebellion had a hand
in it.

A guard enters the room.

GUARD
(to Resto)

Sir, Lord Zann requests
your presence.

RESTO
Of course.

AURRA
Not of course.

Aurra uses the force to snatch the blaster from the guard and shoots 
him. Resto and Hera gasp. Rex goes for her and she force pushes him 
back into the cell. He hits the wall and falls to the floor, 
unconscious.
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HERA
You know the ways of the force?

AURRA
Something like that. Now in the
cell, all of you.

Hera and Resto slowly back away. Aurra shuts and locks the door.

EXT. KALA'UNN.

Consortium forces take their own weapons, then distribute the others 
to the bedraggled twi'leks. The combined forces head for the Imperial
installment at the spire-like fortification in the city. Above, the 
sky blends night and day. Kala'unn lies closet to the twilight 
meridian between the night and day portions of the planet.

INT. TYBER ZANN'S BASE.

Tyber watches a holoprojection of the battle unfolding above. Aurra 
creeps up behind him, then presses a blaster to the back of his head.
He stiffens, but makes no display of fear or shock.

TYBER
I was wondering when you'd come.

AURRA
I want my money, Tyber.

TYBER
Don't trust the “Rebellion”
to give it to you?

AURRA
Not the amount you can give.
Now hand it over.

Tyber pulls up a bank transaction on the screen in front of him.

TYBER
If you kindly remove the
blaster from my skull, I'll
transfer the credits now.

INT. PRISON CELL.

The walls rumble with the battle occurring above. Hera looks for a 
way out as Resto helps Rex to his feet.
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REX
(rubbing his head)

Oh, more trouble. See,
she was more trouble than
it was worth.

HERA
Not helping! We need to find 
a way out of here, and fast!

A giant blast rips through the room and a part of the ceiling crashes
down, revealing a gaping hole to the level above.

HERA
That works.

Hera, Rex, and Resto crawl up the wreckage and out of the cell. They 
run through the hall of the base, then find the lift.

REX
What about Aurra and Tyber!?

HERA
My people have the weapons,
if only half. For good or for
ill, we've done our part.

They enter the lift, the lights flickering and the underground 
structure rumbling. Finally, they reach the surface as the battle 
rages outside. The crowd from marketplace has scattered, the stands 
tumbled over. 
They race to the landing platform toward Aurra's ship.
They make for the ramp, but Resto stops.

HERA
Rex, start the ship!

REX
Yes, Captain!

Rex rushes up the ramp. Hera turns to her uncle as the chaos closes 
in.

HERA
Uncle, come on! We can't
stay! The Rebellion will
protect you!

RESTO
I'm sorry, Hera. I started
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RESTO (con't)
this mess. I can't run from it
now.

HERA
No! You're coming with us--

A blast knocks them off their feet, smoke springing up between them. 
The smoke clears as Hera lifts herself up. Her uncle has disappeared.
With no other choice, she runs up the ramp.

INT. COCKPIT.

Hera joins Rex at the controls as they take off, the battle below. 
Hera stares out over the chaos as the ship hurtles toward the dark 
side of Ryloth.

EXT. CONSORTIUM PALACE.

Aurra runs out of the palace just in time to see her ship fly 
overhead. She narrows her eyes in anger, but, just for a moment, a 
smile flickers over her lips.

INT. COCKPIT.

Hera and Rex punch it out of the atmosphere and into space. Before 
them sits several Imperial cruisers.

HERA
They'll be too busy to
care about us.

REX
Setting course for Nar
Shadda. Let's hope no
one stole the Phantom while
we were gone.

Hera takes one last look at her planet, utter defeat crossing her 
face.

HERA
That's hardly the worst
that could happen today...

REX
I'm sorry, Captain Syndulla.
We have to believe what we
did will make a difference
for the better.
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INT. REBELLION CRUISER.

Hera, Rex, Kanan, Ahsoka, and Commander Sato stand around a hologram 
of Ryloth.

COMMANDER SATO
There's been no word from
of Resto Syndulla, Phoenix
Leader, I'm sorry.

HERA
And the Empire?

COMMANDER SATO
Intelligence tells us
Grand Moff Tarkin has been
named governor and has created
a new military installation.

Hera looks gutted. Kanan, Ahsoka, and Rex flash her looks of 
sympathy.

HERA
I failed...

Kanan places a hand on Hera's shoulder.

KANAN
I'm sorry, Hera.

Ahsoka steps forward and hits a button on the holoprojector, bringing
up a new transmission—the symbol of the Zann Consortium.

AHSOKA
This has been transmitting
on the coded holonet since
the battle ended.

Hera exchanges a look with Rex.

HERA
She didn't kill him.

Kanan
What?

HERA
Tyber Zann, head of the
Consortium.
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KANAN
And why do we care if he's
alive? Wait...who was your
contact on Nar Shadda?

HERA
Nevermind...what this means
is that as long as Tyber's
alive, my people have a 
fighting chance.

KANAN
With a crime lord?

AHSOKA
I've made stranger allies.

REX
Tell me about it.

SATO
The Rebellion cannot get 
involved now more than ever. 
I'm sorry, Phoenix Leader.
But we're glad to have you back.

Kanan, Rex, and Hera exit the war room.

REX
(to Hera, voice lowered)

Maybe we made a difference
after all.

HERA
(sighing)

My uncle may yet be alive...
Who would have thought:
Aurra Sing's love of money
was greater than her desire
for revenge.

KANAN
(catching up to them)

Aurra Sing? The bounty hunter?

REX
It's a long story.

THE END


